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With the soybeans now in the ground it is time to start 
putting plans in place for what fields will need fungicide 
applications based on white mould history and others that 

will warrant it as we find out what is season’s weather 
forecast has in store. For uniform fields, a blanket 
application may be needed for the whole field. In other 
situations, there may only be portions of the field that would 
benefit from a fungicide application. This is where a variable 
rate fungicide application has a fit. By taking satellite 
images from Granular Insights, we can detect areas with 
thicker, more rank canopies that will benefit from a 
fungicide. We take these images and create and variable rate map that applies product to the needed areas. As seen in the 

photos these are examples of the satellite imagery we use and variable rate maps we create for these applications. 
 

Frost Injuries in Corn & Soybeans 
As areas of southern Ontario were affected by low temperatures at the end of May some growers are wondering what effects 
will cold nighttime temperatures have on the corn and soybean crops? 
There are several factors that contribute to the amount of cold injury that is seen in different varieties and hybrids including the 
plant genetics, soil texture & characteristics, residue levels, moisture levels, other factors that may have already caused plant 
stress. Corn has the growing point below ground up until the 5-leaf stage and may not look ideal after a frost event but should 

grow out of the injury if the plants are around the 3-leaf stage or less. Plants closer to the 5-leaf stage should be monitored as it 
becomes more difficult for the plants to outgrow a frost injury.  Soybeans are more cold tolerate, but will be damaged if the 
temperature drops below -2oC. The growing point is above ground, and it is important to determine the height of the growing 
point before making any replant decisions. 
 

Evolution in Agricultural Tires: High-Tech at lower pressures 
When technology in agriculture comes to mind, its easy to think quickly to precision agriculture and advancements in equipment 
and site-specific agriculture to help gain efficiency. One other place that technology has made significant improvements is in the 
tires we travel our fields on. Equipment continues to get larger and carry more load, s o we need to take into consideration the 
impact we are having on our soil. There are a couple main types of newer style tires, including LSW (Low Side Wall) And VF 
(Very High Flexion). Both quite different but trying to achieve the same goal. Make as large of footprint from the rubber we have. 
LSW generally relies on a larger rim with smaller sidewalls and a much wider tire often referred to as super singles. VF typi cally 

relies on using the same tire size but having the ability to operate safely at signifi cantly lower pressures. This gives the tire the 
ability to bulge and make more use of more tread in line of the track and pressure applied more effectively from the sidewall , 
giving the biggest footprint possible. Both styles of tires help maximize footprint and help reduce compaction with the added 
benefits of more traction with more lugs on the ground and better fuel efficiency with less slip. If updating tires or equipm ent is 
on your radar, keep these new technologies in mind. Quite often they fall into many programs for reimbursement. 
 

 

Continue to look for ‘Watch It Grow signs’ as they are put up by fields this month! 
This sign can be found just east of Dundalk on the 2nd Line NE.   

Did you know – Canola is a generator of 207,000 Canadian jobs according to 
Canola Council of Canada. 

Scouting update – Check your early planted canola fields for weed and insect 
pressure. Dry hot weather creates ideal conditions for Flea beetle populations to 
increase to levels over the threshold of 25% leaf defoliation.   
 

 

Crop Management VR Fungicide on Soybeans 

“Watch It Grow” Signs - Canola 



Holmes Agro recently sponsored a soil science exploration box from Nutrients for 
Life through Sylvite for a school in the local area. The soil boxes are designed to 
help educate youth about agriculture. The purpose of the soil boxes is to help 
spread the message that proper fertilization can be used in a sustainable and 
responsible way to help feed the world. Each Soil Science Explore Box contains 
multiple hands-on educational soil science activities that focus on the importance 

of soil, plant nutrients and 4R Nutrient Stewardship. Educators receive classroom 
sets of Nutrients for Life resources, lab materials to test soils for N, P, and K, soil 
porosity and permeability as well. The kits will also contain various soil samples 
from across the country and highlight 4R Nutrient Stewardship. 

May Precipitation Average 
The dry spring conditions at the beginning of May have sparked some questions about how much 
the precipitation amounts during the beginning of the growing season compare to the monthly averages. The average monthly 
rainfall for Mono Mills (east of Orangeville) from May 2015 – 2018 was 76.375 mm. The precipitation for the month of May 2021 
as of May 30th, 2021 was 36.5 mm.  *Weather data from Environment of Canada website 
 

We all understand the impact weeds can have on a crop – reduced yields and the potential for significant trouble at harvesting 
time. Weeds compete for light, water and nutrients, and, in fact, the presence of weeds can influence that way a crop grows. 
Plants have the ability to detect competitors, and subsequently, their growth pattern changes to compensate, meaning the crop 
focuses itself on height, for example, rather than seed production – as it instinctively strives to gain the most resources. Research 
has established ‘critical weed free periods’ of crop development, where yie lds can otherwise be impacted 50-60% by the 
presence of weeds. For most field crops, this critical period is in the first four weeks post -emergence. Specifically, for corn, the 
critical period is from emergence until the development of six leaves, and in soybeans, emergence to third trifoliate. Further 
studies suggest:  

· If the crop is kept weed-free for the Critical Weed-free Period, no yield reduction should occur. 

· Weeds emerging after the Critical Weed-Free Period will not affect yield. 
What to do? 
· There are many situations where a fall burn-down is insufficient to control weeds during the critical growth periods, and pre-
plant/ pre-emerge residuals may not do the trick either. It is essential that crops are scouted carefully during the critical period 
so that herbicide decisions can be made in a timely manner to avoid later and less effective applications.  
 

We are still accepting returns this year for any unopened, undamaged seed bags, skids, bulk bags or unopened chemical  jugs. 
Due to COVID-19 we do ask the following: 
1. If we are picking up returns at your site, we prefer if you can be there to help load. If you cannot be, please 
leave returns out for us, and if required, we will ask for approval to use your equipment. Our staff are still 
following procedures to sanitize and maintain distance at this time.  
2. If you are bringing returns back to any of our locations, please ensure all products are on a skid to help ease 
with the unloading process. Please call ahead to let us know you are bringing back returns. If items are not on 
a skid, we will ask you to unload yourself and items can be placed on a skid our employees will bring over.  
3. Seed returns are due back by June 15th. 

 

 

It’s never too early to start sending in pictures for the 2022 calendar. We are proud to be able to provide a calendar full of grower 
pictures year after year – all thanks to your great submissions! Please email your photos to laura@holmesagro.com  
 

********** Please email laura@holmesagro.com to sign up for our e-newsletter ********** 
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